
THE ROLE OF THE SOCIAL COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE AND SOCIAL

IDENTITY THEORY IN FORMING STEREOTYPES

Social identity theory was proposed in social psychology by Tajfel and his stereotyping and prejudice are more likely
when social identities are salient; the importance they attribute to different dimensions of national identity and . to form a
superordinate group can trigger social identity threat (Branscombe et al., ).

Helping in-group members while withholding such help from out-group members differs significantly from
actively working to harm out-group members. The order of the matrices in each booklet was randomized. In
such systems, we argue, high-status groups are likely to seek positive distinctiveness primarily in relation to
competence, while low-status groups are likely to seek positive distinctiveness primarily in relation to warmth.
The relationship between perceived status and perceived competence is remarkably strong and robust Cuddy
et al. See other articles in PMC that cite the published article. These groups will be referred to hereafter as the
high-status HS and low-status LS groups. In a separate study, Reichl showed that members of low-status
experimental groups showed outgroup favouritism in status-related domains, but ingroup favouritism in
status-unrelated domains. In this case, the in-group competes directly with an out-group with the objective of
reversing the group's social positions on one or more dimensions. Low-status groups, in particular, may seek
to be positively evaluated in domains of competence, since competence is prescriptive of social status.
Secondly, they may self-stereotype in ways that positively differentiate themselves from comparison out-
groups on their preferred dimension, emphasizing differences on the dimension on which they are
stereotypically superior while minimizing differences in the domain in which they stereotypically fall short.
Low-status groups tend to show ingroup favouritism only in domains unrelated to status. In order to examine
the role of stereotypes in discrimination, we asked participants to allocate resources to anonymous ingroup and
outgroup members using point allocation, or Tajfel matrices Tajfel et al. There will be an emotional
significance to your identification with a group, and your self-esteem will become bound up with group
membership. For example, the generally higher status of males over females in many societies not only
manifests in evaluative differences in specific domains e. For example, Sachdev and Bourhis , used a bogus
creativity test to manipulate group status and assessed discrimination in terms of evaluations of the creativity
of group products. We see the group to which we belong the in-group as being different from the others the
out-group , and members of the same group as being more similar than they are. The study consisted of a
series of questionnaires and point-allocation matrices. Firstly, successful intergroup discrimination elevates
self-esteem. Another option is to compare the in-group to a different out-groupâ€”specifically, an out-group
that has a lower social status. Social identity attributes the cause of ingroup favoritism to a psychological need
for positive distinctiveness and describes the situations where ingroup favoritism is likely to occur as a
function of perceived group status, legitimacy, stability, and permeability. Abstract Research on intergroup
discrimination has focused on the cognitive and motivational mechanisms involved, but the role of stereotype
content has been neglected. Once we have categorized ourselves as part of a group and have identified with
that group we then tend to compare that group with other groups. Social categorization generally results in an
emphasis on the similarities of people in the same group and the differences between people in separate
groups. Consequently, their self-esteem is impacted by the status of their groups. The studies demonstrated
that group membership was so powerful that simply classifying people into groups is enough to make people
think of themselves in terms of that group membership. Data from the HS group were collected over three
consecutive days, while data for the LS group was collected in a single day, approximately three months later
due to access issues. H1: Differentiation through stereotypes Hypothesis 1 predicted that the HS group would
emphasize their superiority on competence and minimize differences on warmth, while the LS group would do
the reverse. In order to increase our self-image we enhance the status of the group to which we belong. This
general pattern has been confirmed in a number of reviews and meta-analyses Bettencourt et al. Social identity
theorists have been careful to stress that identification per se is not sufficient to predict discrimination, and that
the broader social context, including status relations between groups, needs to be taken into account e.
Furthermore, this categorization led to in-group favoritism and out-group discrimination, indicating that
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intergroup conflict could exist in the absence of any direct competition between groups. We reasoned that if
the HS group is stereotypically more competent intelligent than the LS group, they should be particularly
discriminatory in the academic domain.


